Reading Club Suggested Discussion Questions
MSP to BSP: Pivot from Managed Services Provider to Business Services Provider to Profit from IT Disruption
1. Why did the author choose to introduce a new term to the IT industry, Business Services Provider?
2. What key factors have you identified, along with the author’s insights, that drive big disruption in
the strategy for IT sales and services?
3. How does the Wall Street driven business model of subscription revenues change the nature of
how IT is designed and sold?
4. What future factors, three to five years out, may accelerate or alter the direction of the IT trends?
5. What’s the impact of cultural and generational changes on IT consumption, such as changing
ethnic and generational trends?
6. The author discusses as the first business pivot, “Sell to the data value hierarchy.” What does that
mean and why is this a big shift in way that IT gets sold?
7. What products and services are you involved with that customers view as high consideration?
What shifts do you need to make to sell them faster and at higher margins?
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8. Why do traditional brochures and data sheets limit success in high consideration sales situations,
where there are multiple people who must say yes for the deal to happen?
9. People buy based on emotion and justify with logic. What is the desired emotion that decision
makers must feel before they can commit? Why is it a different emotion for each of the executive
roles? Why is this range of emotions necessary to run a successful company?
10. What is the impact on traditional sales compensation (commission on an order’s margin) when
applied to recurring revenue sales, such as monthly cloud subscriptions?
11. Why does MRR (monthly recurring revenue) required a different sales structure and compensation
strategy?
12. What’s your most valuable takeaway from this book that you’ll put into practice immediately?

Watch the author speak on this topic:
Pivot to Profit from Changing Business Models: http://bijaco.com/profitably-pivoting-with-changing-business-models/
Channel Partners Conference: https://youtu.be/bMoRwvzTfwA
Selling to Executive Temperament: https://youtu.be/svHYtb6_5cY
Learn more about the author’s Executive Strategy Skills™ Summit => ExecutiveStrategySummit.com
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Thank you for posting an
Amazon review.
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